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openSAP course Build Your Own SAP
Fiori App in the Cloud (2016 Edition)
Develop Challenge
Story
Success in business often based upon innovative and high-performing employees. Their performance
should be rewarded suitable and flexible. But traditional ways to reward, mainly by giving monetary
bonuses, are often too inflexible (e.g. budget-restrictions, fixed schedules for appraisal interviews),
too time-consuming and too restricted by limiting the performance-review only to direct
reports/managers. Moreover, psychologically the positive effect for the employee decreases if the
time span between performance and reward is too long.
To award short term incentives, the idea is to develop an app that provides a simple way to say
“Thank you” by spending points and giving feedback for the whole company. These points can be the
basement for further steps, e.g. for an “Incentive-Kiosk” (spending points for real goods) or by
transforming points into an individual monetary bonus.

Persona

Dave Human
work in a company
where everyone
help each other.
High-performer, grown up with
Computergames

no specific

Fun@Work, stay motivated and motivate
others.

Universal, not specific. Work in an
complex environment where teams are
often virtual, global and with changing
members.




No benefits for my hard work
How can I reward someone, who helped me a lot?
Bonusprocess is time-consuming and afterwards
everyone is often unhappy with the result

A flexible way to value support
and also get valued response
from others.

Team
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User Experience Journey

Point of View
Dave needs an easy way to quickly give valuable feedback so that he supports helpful colleagues in a
sustainable way.

Mock Up with SAP Splash&Build
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SAP Web IDE App Prototype
Startpage
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History (by clicking Button)

Details of Employee (by clicking regarding list-item)
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Spending „Thanks“ to Employee (by clicking Button)
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Reviews

„I enjoyed your concept and was clearly explained. Very good App“
„Great idea! I would definitely use this app to give thanks to my colleagues!“
„Well, I like your idea and your app. From my point of view, I would have to inform you that you
application will nominate as the best idea category.“
„Brilliant idea, concept and app. Hope this app is realized and promoted in many companies! Good
job!“
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